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Introduction
Accurately assessing information technol-

ogy’s (IT’s) energy and environmental ef-

fects is not easy. In this commentary, we

describe four common pitfalls analysts

face when creating, evaluating, sharing,

or publishing such statistics and offer rec-

ommendations for avoiding them.
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A recurrent theme is that well-inten-

tioned research often overestimates

IT’s electricity use and climate impacts,

sometimes by orders of magnitude.

These results then become ‘‘factoids’’

that spread quickly as people share

them and the media report them.1

The problem, of course, is that incorrect

numbers can have real-world conse-

quences when widely believed. Consider

the growth of global Internet traffic in the

1990s, as described by Coffman and Od-

lyzko.2 Those data flows doubled every

year or so for years but doubled every

100 days for parts of 1995 and 1996.

Growth reverted to doubling every year

after that, but extrapolations based on

‘‘doubling every 100 days’’ led to vast

overinvestment in network capacity

around 2000. In 2002, more than 97%

of fiber capacity sat unused,3 and

because electricity used by operating

network equipment is roughly constant,

regardless of whether it is used or not,

that overcapacity had significant energy

implications.

Consequential mistakes can result

when analysts’ inherent curiosity about

an important topic area collides with a

pervasive lack of accurate and up-to-

date information. IT changes so quickly

that most data characterizing it are

obsolete in short order, and people’s

inability to accurately predict the ef-

fects of exponential change in multiple

dimensions can make things even

worse. The best data on IT’s energy

and emissions characteristics are

closely held proprietary secrets among

tech companies, which compounds

these problems.

Whenmisinformation takes root, it can be

difficult to correct due to an asymmetry

often called ‘‘Brandolini’s Law.’’ It states

(paraphrased for a family audience) that

‘‘the amount of energy needed to refute

misinformation is ten times greater than

the amount of energy needed to create
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Figure 1. Annual energy use and network data flows for two large network providers, expressed

as an index relative to 2016 = 1.0

Telefonica data start in 2015, and Cogent data start in 2016. Although data traffic increased by more

than 3-fold since 2016, network energy use dropped by 2.4% (Telefonica) and 50% (Cogent) over

the same time period, demonstrating that historical network energy use is not directly proportional

to data traffic. Notably, Telefonica’s data traffic jumped by 45% in 2020 due in part to COVID

(compared to 2019), with no reported increase in network energy use. Cogent’s electricity use

dropped 21% from 2019 to 2020 even as data traffic increased 38%. Sources: https://www.

cogentco.com/en/about-cogent/corporate-responsibility/our-environment and https://www.

telefonica.com/en/web/responsible-business/report-2020.
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misinformation.’’ Rigorous research to

produce accurate data will always trail

misinformation, because it’s harder and

takes longer to get the numbers right.

That systemic bias has become even

stronger with the rise of social media,

which has accelerated the pace of sharing

factoids.

Four common research pitfalls

Perhaps the most common pitfall is that

analysts conducting retrospective anal-

ysis or making projections ignore,

misunderstand, or mischaracterize

changes in key parameters over time.

The challenge is three-fold:

� Rapid changes and pervasive data

gaps make accurate, up-to-date

assessments difficult or impos-

sible.

� Analytical errors, failure to fact-

check cited statistics, and inade-

quate documentation make accu-

rate assessments less common

than they ought to be.

� Analysts and the media often

recycle published data long after

they are no longer valid.
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The past decade saw highly cited top-

down projections of data-center energy

use that either underestimated subse-

quent energy-efficiency gains4 or

ignored them altogether,5 leading to

predictions of massive energy-demand

growth by the decade’s end. Subse-

quent retrospective analysis6 revealed

that these simplified projections erred

by failing to anticipate the huge en-

ergy-efficiency improvements that

occurred in servers, storage, network,

and power and cooling systems in the

interim.

Sometimes efficiency increases will

exceed growth in service demand, for

example, in the case of Cogent, a ma-

jor network provider that has tripled

data traffic over the last 4 years while

network energy use declined by 50%.

Network operator Telefonica more

than tripled data traffic while energy

use stayed roughly constant over that

same period (Figure 1). Sometimes

service demand will increase more

rapidly than efficiency, leading to

growth in energy use, as is the case

for cloud/hyperscale data centers
globally.6 However, it is almost never

true that Internet electricity use scales

exactly proportionately to growth in

service demand.

A recent example of using outdated in-

formation is the BBC using an emissions

intensity of email published in 20107 to

estimate the carbon emissions effects

of email in 2020, without correcting for

the large efficiency gains in processing,

sending, and storing data over that

period6,8,9 or for improvements in the

emissions intensity of electricity. In the

UK, each kilowatt-h of electricity

emitted less than half as much carbon

dioxide in 2020 as it did in 2010. Many

technology companies also purchased

renewable power in recent years, which

likely further reduced relevant emis-

sions intensities.

Citing previous work without checking its

rigor and accuracy is common in the face

of pervasive data gaps, but it can accel-

erate the dissemination of questionable

factoids that might otherwise remain

obscure. This tendency has been docu-

mented for investment research reports

in IT electricity use,10 but it happens in

the academic literature as well.

Sometimes research is peer reviewed

but still contains significant errors.11

Sometimes research is accurately

critiqued after publication, but disputed

results are still highly cited.12,13 A

complicating factor is that not every

study provides enough information to

enable easy replication, which makes it

difficult for other analysts to properly

assess analysis results.

A second pitfall is assuming that short-

term changes in computing services

must lead to proportional and immedi-

ate changes in electricity use. A recent

example relates to the increase in data

flows experienced by many networks

from 2019 to 2020.14

Telefonica showed an increase in data

demand above the trend in 2020 due

https://www.cogentco.com/en/about-cogent/corporate-responsibility/our-environment
https://www.cogentco.com/en/about-cogent/corporate-responsibility/our-environment
https://www.telefonica.com/en/web/responsible-business/report-2020
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in part to COVID with virtually no

change in network energy use, and

Cogent registered a similar jump in

data demand in 2020 while energy use

declined 21% from 2019 (Figure 1).

Models displaying the effect of

increased short-term data demand

that fail to account for non-proportion-

ality between energy and data flows in

network equipment risk yielding in-

flated environmental-impact results

(like, for example, in Obringer et al.15).

Most other IT equipment is not

perfectly energy proportional either, a

fact that analysts ignore at their peril,

but this issue is especially acute for

network equipment.

A third pitfall is making long-term pro-

jections, even if these projections

explicitly account for technological

change in efficiency and other key

drivers of electricity use. IT changes

so quickly16 that even projections ex-

tending only a few years are highly un-

certain (but can sometimes be valid

and useful). Applying exponential

growth rates in demand growth for

more than a few years can result in

eye-popping projected changes,4,11,12

which invariably lead to media atten-

tion. However, the possibility of errors

in such long-term forecasts is large,

and small differences in assumptions

can lead to significant variation in re-

sults. Researchers should resist the

temptation to project IT electricity

use beyond a few years (which is about

how far into the future manufacturer

product roadmaps extend) and should

use caution in drawing conclusions

from such extrapolations.

A fourth pitfall is drawing broad conclu-

sions based on trends in only one part

of the IT system. Analytical rigor comes

from analyzing a whole system, which is

often difficult due to pervasive data

gaps. However, just focusing on one

highly visible part of the system can

give a mistaken impression about

what’s happening with the electricity

used by the whole system. That is
because changes in one part of the IT

system often offset changes in other

parts of the IT system, and such substi-

tution effects are real and powerful.

For example, the tremendous growth in

the cloud data-center segment (which

includes the world’s largest ‘‘hyper-

scale’’ data centers) has led some to

predict massive future growth in global

data-center energy use.17 Between

2010 and 2018, the workloads hosted

by this segment increased by 2,600%,

whereas its estimated electricity use

increased by 500%.6 Despite the rapid

growth of this segment, the global en-

ergy use of all data centers grew far

more modestly, rising by less than

10%.6

Much of the compute output from

cloud/hyperscale data centers has

displaced traditional in-house data cen-

ters that use several times more elec-

tricity to perform the same tasks.6 As

long as there are still inefficient facilities

to displace, large increases in demands

for computing need not drive large in-

creases in total electricity use.

How can we do better?

Industry must improve data sharing

Each of the four pitfalls traces back to

pervasive data gaps, which still pose a

substantial problem for future research.

Most such data gaps result from reluc-

tance among tech companies to share

the latest proprietary information.

Some broadband and mobile internet

providers have released network en-

ergy-intensity data over time. Some

data-center companies have released

data on their infrastructure efficiency,

use of renewable power, and some-

times even overall data-center energy

use. However, comparatively few

global companies have released such

data, and those data often lack the

granularity necessary for analysts to un-

derstand technology trends. The indus-

try still needs to develop consistent

cross-industry protocols for assessing
drivers of low emissions. More com-

panies need to report such information,

and they need to focus measurements

of zero-emissions electricity on hour-

by-hour accounting instead of the

annual accounting now common for

most companies.

The analysis community can also help.

Performance and efficiency metrics for

IT are difficult to create, and where

they exist are a closely guarded propri-

etary secret for virtually all companies.

Information technology workloads

vary greatly, and developing bench-

marks is difficult even within companies

(and is even harder for enabling cross-

industry comparisons). One way for an-

alysts to help industry overcome its

reluctance to release metrics of IT effi-

ciency and performance would be to

develop indices of progress in IT effi-

ciency over time for servers, storage,

and networking. This approach could

allow companies to share internal

trends in IT efficiency without revealing

sensitive information like numbers of

transactions or other business drivers.

Efficiency would need to be measured

with standard protocols for assessing

service demand and rely on measured

energy use for each type of IT equip-

ment, with safeguards for keeping key

data proprietary. More research is

also needed to help develop such

metrics.

Analysts must report results more
precisely and transparently

Analysts should always separately

report electricity use, emissions inten-

sities, and absolute emissions, giving

exact dates and locations to which

these estimates apply. This practice

helps avoid confusion when numbers

are used by other researchers. Analysts

should avoid averaging key parameters

over long periods for these fast-moving

technologies. And of course, analysts

should release complete information

to enable replication of calculations by

others, which is a hallmark of an open

and rigorous scientific process.
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Analysts must exercise restraint

It is common practice when data aren’t

available to make assumptions for key

parameters, based on intuition, com-

mon knowledge, or physical principles.

The problem for new and fast-changing

systems like IT is that such assumptions

are often incorrect. Where key parame-

ters are unknown, it is better to collect

data instead of making assumptions,

and if data aren’t available, it is better

not to publish estimates at all, or to

couch the results in an appropriately

cautious way, recognizing the limita-

tions of assumptions in this fast-moving

space.

That lesson suggests that analysts

should not project IT electricity use

more than a few years into the future

and should avoid the use of simple

extrapolations altogether. It also im-

plies that analysts should not use esti-

mates and data from even a few years

ago to assess current IT systems

without correcting them for changes

over time. As a corollary, analysts

should exercise caution when citing

factoids about IT electricity use and

encourage the media to exercise

similar restraint.

Journals must improve peer review

Journal editors need to recognize that

papers claiming to estimate internet

energy use must be evaluated carefully

by people with real subject-matter

expertise, especially when researchers

from outside the small community of

experts who study IT electricity use

delve into this field. One way to

improve the accuracy of peer review is

to require full disclosure of all assump-

tions, data, and models for every

article, including separate reporting of

electricity use and emissions intensities,

so that results can be applied correctly

to other times and locations. Journal

editors need to ensure thoroughness

of reviews, and that might require

changes to the incentives editors offer
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to reviewers, but that of course is a

problem beyond our purview here.

Conclusions

IT engenders endless fascination. It has

the power to reshape society at a rapid

pace, but understanding developments

in this fast-moving field requires topic

knowledge, restraint, and serious due

diligence. Analysts need to engage

this subject matter with respect and

care, otherwise consequential errors in

public policy will result.
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